
CARRINGTON

 

 

IMPORTANT DATES

P R I N C I P A L :  K A R E N  R E N N A

V I C E  P R I N C I P A L :  K R I S T E N  G W I A Z D O S K I

2/3 - 2/7 Book Fair

2/12 - Middle School Dance 3-5:00

2/13 - Red Out Day

2/14 - No School

2/17 - No School - President's

Weekend

2/20 - PTO Meeting at 5:30

2/24 - Spirit Wear Fundraiser Starts 

Sign up to be a reader in your child's class

in honor of Black History Month. Contact

your child's classroom teacher for more

information.

 

F E B R U A R Y  2 0 2 0



PRINCIPAL'S

CORNER

 

February is Black History Month. 

One way we are celebrating is by having guest

readers in our classrooms throughout the

month to read a story about a famous African

American who has influenced us in a positive

way. If you would like to be a guest reader in

your child's classroom, please send in a note

with the date and times you are available. We

have several books to choose from to read

from our library. Report cards will be going on

February 10th. Please continue to support your

child at home and send them to school every

day. Please schedule appointments before or

after school. If that isn't possible, please bring

them in late or pick them up early.

 

Best,

Karen Renna, Principal

Kristen Gwiazdoski, Vice Principal



NURSE'S NEWS

 

With flu season officially here,

please keep in mind that if your

child has a fever or other symptoms

of illness, please keep them home.

Also, if your child has a confirmed

case of the flu, please contact our

office to let us know. Keep washing

your hands, covering your

sneezes/coughs, and staying as

healthy as you can! 

 

Sincerely,

 Nurse Veronica and Brenda



PRE-KINDERGARTEN 

 

Mrs. Mauceri and Mrs. Promotico

 
February is the season of LOVE!  We will spend the next

two weeks reading many books about feelings and that

support our social/emotional health.  We’ll be wrapping up

our theme of Winter and Clothing and will turn our

classroom into a construction zone with a focus on

building.  February is also Dental Health Month.  We’ll be

discussing the importance of good oral hygiene.  Please

support this at home and ensure your child brushes

morning and night.  During February, we also celebrate

Black History Month and the amazing men and women

who shaped history and brought about change.  We have

decorated our doors in the spirit of two famous African

American men who left their mark on our society.  Check

out our doors if you are in the building…we have featured

George Crum, who invented the potato chip (YUM!) and

Garrrett Morgan, who invented the stop light.  With cold

and flu season in full swing, we are making every effort to

minimize the effects in our classrooms with frequent hand

washing. Please be sure to support these efforts at home

as well. 

 

Reminders: Friday, February 14:  No School – Lincoln’s             

Birthday                    

Monday, February 17:  No School –President’s Day           

         February 21st:  Puppet Show on Diabetes Prevention

 

We wish all our families a Very Happy Valentine’s Day full,

full, full of LOVE!



KINDERGARTEN 

 

 

 

Mrs. Riggi and Mrs. Baker

 

In Math we will continue working on teen

numbers, represented as ten ones and some more

ones.  We are also working on composing simple

shapes to form larger shapes and describing

relative position, like, above, below, beside, in

front of, behind, and next to. In Language Arts we

continue to work on blending, segmenting, and

manipulating sounds to form words.  We are

beginning to learn about sounds that are made

with 2 letters (digraphs), such as, wh, ch, sh, th,

and ck.We will be having the Kindergarten

Valentine’s Day celebration, on February 13th. 

Please bring in cards or treats for all students, list

were sent home. 

 

Also, on February 13th, we have “RED OUT” day,

please wear red and consider donating to the

Leukemia/Lymphoma Society.



FIRST GRADE

 

 

 

Ms. Weed and Mrs. Varholak

 
Our new year is off to a great start! MClass testing is from

January 27th until February 7th. We have already seen

some great progress! February is also a celebration of

African-American History Month. We will be learning about

different African American influencers.In FUNdations we

are starting Unit 7 which focuses on Glued/Welded Sounds.

The first week introduces –ang, -ing, -ong, and –ung. The

second week introduces –ank, -ink, -onk, and –unk. The

third week will add the suffix –s to these words. Unit 7’s

trick words are why, by, my, try, put, two, too, very, also,

some and come. In Wonders, we are starting Unit 4. The

topic of Unit 4 is “Animals Everywhere”. The first two weeks

will focus on how animals’ bodies help them, and how

animals help each other. The comprehension strategy we

will use throughout this unit will be asking and answering

questions and visualizing. We will also work on sequencing

the plot of a story, and identifying the main idea and key

details.In Math, we are working on representing two digit

numbers as tens and some ones using objects, drawings,

place value cards, and numeral to model and compare. We

will also continue to solve comparison problems, where

the difference is unknown, using concrete models,

pictorial representations, numerals, and equations. Please

continue to practice math facts at home!!!

  



SECOND GRADE

 

 

 
Mrs. Boivin and Ms. Palmer

 

February Fun! We’ve been learning about open syllables in Fundations

as well as combining syllable types to form multisyllabic words.

PLEASE practice Trick Words with your child. Unit 4 in Language Arts

will lead us to explore the earth, cultural changes, and nature while

focusing on comparing and contrasting, cause and effect, and

visualization. We believe that reading nightly allows the students to

practice the skills we learn at school as well as become exposed to so

many new words! Middle of the Year Benchmark Assessment in

Reading is ending the first week of February. Parents will receive a

copy once testing has been completed. We are learning strategies to

add and subtract within 100. Some of those strategies involve

decomposing two-digit numbers into expanded form and using the

standard algorithm. We will begin regrouping strategies to add up to

4 two-digit numbers! Students NEED to become more fluent with

addition and subtraction facts within 20. We would like to encourage

each family to practice partners of ten or twenty nightly! 

 

 Please review the Dress Code Policy. Students participating in Fitness

Friday MUST donate $1. If they are not donating, they are to be in

attire that complies with The City of Waterbury’s Dress Code. 

There has been a lot of sickness going around. We are encouraging

students to wash their hands and to cover their coughs/sneezes to

keep the sharing of germs at a minimum. The Book Fair is happening

from February 3rd-7th in the Salon. We are looking forward to having

guest readers for the whole month of February! If you’re interested in

being a guest reader, please look in your child’s folder for more

information. 

 

We are excited to see who will be coming to read to us! Please check

Dojo for your child’s behavior and any new announcements that have

been posted. Thank you!



THIRD GRADE

 

Mrs. Ciccone and Mr. Gagnon 

 

During literacy, third graders will discuss themes

of Western US expansion in the 1800’s, ways to

meet challenges, and helping others.  We will read

and discuss folktales, realistic fiction, and

expository texts.  

 

In math, we will finish our discussion of mass and

begin the study of shapes and fractions.   We

continue to work on mastery of the times tables as

well as third grade math vocabulary.  Our study of

Fundations this month will introduce students to

prefixes and Latin roots and we begin the study of

the “y and suffix” spelling rules.



FOURTH GRADE

 

Ms. Johnson and Ms. Hanley

 
Happy Black History Month! 

This month we will focus on learning and understanding

the value of people who think, act, and sometimes look

different than us. In addition to learning about famous

Black Americans, we have a lot of new learning coming up

this month!In science, we will explore animal structures

and functions. Students will learn about the different

internal and external structures of animals and how they

use their senses in order to survive.In math, students will

continue learning about decimal place values. Students

will understand that decimal place values are an extension

of the whole number place value system. Students will also

be able to read, write, and compare decimals to the

hundredths place. Next, we will move into adding and

subtracting fractions with like denominators. Students will

revisit composing and decomposing fractions in order to

add and subtract.In reading, we will begin Unit 4. Our

grammar focus during this unit will be pronouns. Students

will be able to identify types of pronouns and determine

the proper usages of pronouns. The big idea of the unit is

"how different writers treat the same topic." Over the next

six weeks, students will investigate why we read different

texts about the same topic. Some of these topics include

our government, public offices, inventions and technology,

Wonders of the sky, and success/achievements. At home,

students can practice by reading to themselves for at least

20 minutes. In addition, students can read aloud for 3-5

minutes every night to help improve their fluency!



FIFTH GRADE

 

Mr. Mollengarden and Mr. Carosella

 

This month in Language Arts students will continue

to explore the topic What kinds of experiences can

lead to new discoveries? We will read a variety of

genres in order to answer the question. We will

continue to work on our fluency and

comprehension skills in both small groups and in

centers. We will also begin the next unit in science,

Systems in Space. Please make sure your child is

reading for 20 minutes each night and completes

their reading response journal each week.

 

In Math, students will be solving whole number and

decimal division.  In doing so, students will utilize

multiplication and place value to solve.  Also,

students will solve division problems using area

models to help organize solving a division equation.

  Students will use base ten blocks to help divide

decimals as well.



SIXTH GRADE

 

Mrs. Toma 

English Language Arts

We have started Unit 3 of the Study Sync

program. This unit is titled Facing

Challenges. In this unit, students will

explore through a variety of texts what

motivates people to stand up for others

and themselves, how they take a stand,

and the outcomes of their actions.

Students will be focusing on the following

reading skills this month: plot, media,

compare and contrasting, as well as

connotation and denotation. For writing,

students will continue to use the RACE

acronym to answer constructed responses.

We will also be working on making claims

about certain topics. Students will have to

pick a stance about a topic and back it up

with evidence. Our grammar skills this

month are using commas correctly in

sentences. We are still reading and doing

activities with the novel The Lightning

Thief. Please make sure students are

reading 15 minutes each night and having

their reading logs signed. These are due

every Friday. Students are also given a

packet at the beginning of each week to

be worked on at home and handed in on

Friday. If you have any questions or

concerns, please reach out to me via email,

phone, or remind app.

Mr. Brault

Mathematics

Throughout the next

month or so students in

sixth grade math

will be working with

expressions, equations,

and inequalities. 

Students are learning

how to simplify or

evaluate exponents and

numerical expressions.

Students will then learn

how to write numerical

expressions to represent

story problems. 

Algebraic expressions will

be introduced and

students will learn how

to solve for a variable and

what it means in terms of

a specific problem. 

Students will also learn

how to work with

equivalent expressions

and inequalities.



SEVENTH GRADE

 

 Mathematics

Mr. Hernandez

Module Title:  Expressions and Equations Conceptual

 Lens:   Algebraic Representations 

Unit Overview: Math has often been called the language of the

universe. This is because virtually all physical phenomenon and

situations can be represented with numbers and algebraic symbols.

From the motion of the galaxies, down to cells and molecules, or

predicting the weather, they can all be interpreted mathematically It

is like any other language: it is difficult at first but the more you use it,

the easier it becomes and things that seemed complicated are really

not that hard once you know the meanings of the words and symbols

and what they represent.

Social Studies 

Mr. Thomas

Students will finish

studying about North

America. Then we will

be celebrating Black

History month by

studying important

influential individuals.

Reading

Mrs. Sarlo

7th Grade students are

finishing up reading The

Giver.

Language Arts

Mrs. Brotman

In February, students will be

completing their dystopian

narrative writing pieces.  We will

conduct peer reviews to check

for common mistakes in

grammar, spelling, and

punctuation.  We will also be

making revisions as necessary to

ensure that our writing is clear

and coherent.  While in the

writing process, students will

review grammar and

punctuation rules to incorporate

in our writing and to prepare for

the SBAC test at the end of the

year.



EIGHTH GRADE

 

 Mathematics

Mr. Hernandez

Module Title:  Expressions and Equations

(Linear Equations)

Conceptual Lens:  Linear Interpretations

Unit Overview: Algebra allows us to find

patterns in calculations and number

relationships and use them to predict

solutions to an infinite amount of situations in

real-life. A function is a specific type of

equation that relates how one amount affects

another. For example, your paycheck is

affected by the number of hours worked or

distance traveled is affected by speed or time.

Once we know how these amounts are related

mathematically, we can predict outcomes for

any value.

 Social Studies 

Mr. Thomas

Students will finish

studying the creation

of the United States

Constitution and the

expansion of the

United States. In

addition, we will be

celebrating Black

History month by

studying important

influential

individuals.

Language Arts

Mrs. Brotman 

This month, students will be

completing their argumentative

writing pieces.  We will be focusing

on in-text citations and creating a

bibliography page in proper MLA

format.  We are also focusing on

using literature as evidence to

support our claims.  Eighth graders

will also be participating in

grammar practice to utilize these

skills in our writing as well as to

practice for our end of year SBAC

testing.

 Reading 

Mrs. Sarlo

8th grade students

are finishing up

reading Lord of the

Flies.



Mrs. McCulloch’s Essential Skills Secondary

In February students in the secondary essential skills class will

be learning the following.Colors: Pink;   

Shape : Heart; Numbers : 6, 14;   Texture : Hard ;  Position: in front

of/behind;   Animal : Pig;  Feeling : LovingThey will continue to

explore and sort items with different size (large/small), shape

and colors, different sounds, different taste, scents, and

textures.They will learn about Valentine’s Day, Black History

Month and Black men and Women who helped achieve equality

for all races.We will continue to learn about the weather and

the various clothing to wear in different seasons especially hat,

gloves, scarves and heavy jackets in the winter.   In addition to

these the students will continue to work on their IEP goals and

objectives developed at their PPTs.

ESSENTIAL SKILLS

 

Mrs. Barbosa's Elementary Essential Skills      

         This month in Essential Skills 1, we are

continuing to learn about the season of

winter, what we wear in the cold and talking

and playing with the cold snow (maybe). Our

shape of the month is a Heart and the Colors

of the month are purple and Pink.  The

Number of the month is 5. We are talking

about some inventors for Black History

Month, Garrett Morgan invented the traffic

light. We continue to work very hard on our

individual objectives.



READING

DEPARTMENT

 

February 7th is the last day of DIBELS middle of the year (MOY)

benchmark testing.   We will be meeting with teachers when

testing has been completed to review student data and revise

each student’s instructional plan.  We are excited about all the

hard work our students at Carrington are doing.  Remember the

best gift you can give your child is the love of reading.  Read to

your child.  Make time for them to read and discuss with you

what they have read.  If you have any questions or concerns,

please contact us at 203-574-8184.

 

The Reading Department

Mrs. Thompson, Literacy Facilitator

Mrs. Cavanaugh, Reading Teacher

ESL

 

Mrs. Madera

We are continuing LAS Links assessment this month. 

Please encourage your child to try their best and

simply relax.  All English Language Learners should be

done testing within the next few weeks. 

 Thank you for your support!



SPECIALS

 

 

Music - Mrs. Doolan

Each grade has begun studying

a Broadway Musical.  Students

will be able to list the main

characters,  setting, plot, time

and songs.

 

Kindergarten: Lion King

Grade 1: Aladdin

Grade 2: Mary Poppins

Grade 3: Music man

Grade 4: Annie

Grade 5: Sound of Music

Grade 6: Newsies

Grade 7: Hairspray

Grade 8: Phantom of the Opera

SPECIAL EDUCATION

 

Mrs. Guisti

The middle school students are focusing on their reading

comprehension skills like annotating and writing a constructed

response using the RACE strategy (restate, answer the question,

cite text evidence, and explain what the evidence means).  In

math, most students are working on solving linear equations by

combining like terms and solving multi-step word problems.

 

Library - Ms. Calabro

Throughout this month, our

young learners, grades:

 PreK, K and 1st grade are

reading and learning about

different careers. Elementary

students will be learning and

reading about historical African

American figures in honor of

Black History Month. We will

also be reading about

President's Day and learning

why we celebrate it.

The middle school students are

finishing up their projects on

their Google Classroom

Accounts. Ask your child to

show you their completed

project on Google Classroom!


